
THEME 2 FRIENDSHIP VOCABULARY EXERCISES (NOTIFIER) 
A. Write the adjectives that mean the following. 

quick-tempered / honest / humorous / outgoing / selfish / punctual  

1. A person who is very friendly and likes talking to people  __________________ 

2. A person who always tells the truth     __________________ 

3. A person who is funny and makes you laugh    __________________ 

4. A person who thinks of her/his own advantage   __________________ 

5. A person who is on time      ___________________ 

6. A person who is likely to become angry or annoyed easily  __________________ 

B. Mike and Ted are talking about Mrs. Collins, Mike’s English teacher. Complete the dialog using the statements given. 

One is extra. 

What about her age? / What does she look like? / Then, her personality is suited to her job, isn’t it? 

What is she like? / What about her clothing style? / Does she have a good sense of humor? 

Ted : Hi, Mike. How is it going? 

Mike : Not bad, Ted. I’m busy with my homework. Mrs. Collins has assigned a writing task about best friends. 

Ted : Interesting... You will speak well of me, won’t you? 

Mike : No doubt, buddy. 

Ted : I wonder about her very much. ____________________________________________? 

Mike : She is kind, talkative, and cheerful. 

Ted :  ______________________________________________________________? 

Mike : Exactly! She is really supportive and energetic. 

Ted : Great! _________________________________________________________? 

Mike : She’s tall with a round face. She has long, curly, dark hair. 

Ted : ______________________________________________________________? 

Mike : Hmm, I’m not sure. She’s gone gray, but she can’t be older than 50. 

Ted : Great! Nice ages for a combination of energy and experience. ________________________________________? 

Mike : It depends. She may prefer different styles. 

Ted : That sounds great. 

Mike:  Absolutely 

C. Complete the sentences with the phrases given. One is extra. 

works with energy and commitment / is willing to communicate with people / is sure of her/his abilities  

gives help and encouragement / makes good decisions / shows pity and love  

1. Sue is sociable because she ___________________________________________________ 

2. Jack is sentimental because he ________________________________________________. 

3. Alice is supportive since she __________________________________________________ 

4. Alex is sensible as he ________________________________________________________ 

5. Sam is self-confident since he _________________________________________________. 
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